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ABSTRACT 

In our thesis (5) we shao the advantage of using D. S. methods for the 

modelling of economic processes~ Some practioners of econometry have already 

seen the D.S. as a preliminary to the formalisation of a model economy sub

ject (3). 

In a recent article, (6) we showed how the optirrum of production may 

sometimes not be given primacy in a sector, in a grouping of firms, or a 

.- firm and it is sometimes profitable to analyse the weak~esses which can be 

found in a whole industrial network in order to understand the loc:k of com

petitiveness in national products. 

The aim of this paper is to apply methods of the system dynarilics· to the 

analysis and modelling of the process of pricing certain products iQ the French 

tinber industry. 

We shall do this in the following way : 

- presentation of the results of a statistical survey which revealed 

the products in the french tirrber industry responsible for deficits • 
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- a general presentation will lead us to distinguish between four 

sub-systems in the industrial network : 

- the yield of French forests 

- the activities related to the first transformation of tinDer 

cuttin;~ - peeling - sawin;~ - grindin;~ 

- the essenbly of the tinber 

- the distribution of the products 

- the stage of presentation and of analysis will supply the signifi-

cant data and lead to a model lin;~ according to r or rester's method (1,2 ). 

I. - Study and results of a statistical survey of corl!!'tition carried out in 

the field of the products in the rrench tirri:ler channels. 

The concept of corrpetition generally concerns firms, industries and 

national economy. In conparing countries with each other, national and fo

reign products can be studied with regard to competition. It may then be en

visaged as a study of rival products. 

In this case, sale price is seen as one of the rrust significant cri

teria of conpetition (criteria that we may class according to advantages 

and disadvantages for the buyer)., 

Differen::es between goods which are liri<ed to this criterium arise 

from their corrponents as differentiated by various individual national 

data : costs in raw material, capital, and work etc ••• ; these distinctions 

may also arise from efficiercy gaps between firms. This, it seems, is what 

economic theory would have us recognize : a producUon optimum nust be 

aimed at in terms of the cost of production factors and the effica:ity of 

production schemes in the market when considered apart from these production 

factors. 

However, the vertical proce~s orqanisation for the fabrication of pro

ducts certainly influencrs the price level involved. Thus, we nust analyse 

be channels of thP. particular product. 



a/- The industrial channel co~ept. The timber channel. 

According to A. ~taffcJes : "an industrial· channel irx:!ludes all ·the 

various stages in the production process rarqing from the raw materials to 

the satisfaction of the consumer's ultimate needs, whether these needs in 

fact concern material goods (food, lodging, etc .•• ) or· a service (transport, 

conmunications, health, leisure) .. 

The r<M material generally supplies the channel (metallugical network, 

from the iron and steel industry to engineering industries ; agro-chemical 

network ; tirrber network, etc ... ). 

Within the same channel, and according to the various stages, we can 

also irclude diverse corx:!epts and means, the essential being to analyse the 

q,eration procedures as far as each element iS concerned (economic agents, reco

gnized plares of economic transaction, significant variables) which will bring us 

from a particular raw material to the utilisable end product. 

In particular. the fabrication process in tinber products can be pre

sented in terms of channel. Mi_chel Besson and Jean Reymond give a glcbal view 

of the production flow in this french tirrber channel. The chart they use to 

illustrate it raises the foliowing corrments : 

- french forests produce both constructional tirrber and tirrber for 

trituration 1 

- triturational tirrber contributes to the sectors fabricating wood 

panels and to the pulp in~ustries. 

-the cutting, peeling and sawirq of tirrber constitute the p:dncipal 

bases in the intermediary consurrption of wood for furnishing and 

building. 
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One can also ~nvisage four irrportant stages in the channel : 

- the production of constructional tirrber and tirrber for trituration, 

all operations linked to cutting, peeling, sawing, or trituration, 

- all asserrbly operations (on intermediary cor.sJmption of cut, peeled, 

SB<<n · or triturated tirrber), 

- distribution of products. 

b/-. The aims of our research. 

The aim of the study was to identify the french tirrber products res

ponsible for a foreign deficit ; to estimate the behaviour of products in 

the market with regard to their national or foreign substitutes and their 

foreign rival products -(Here we have taken only one competitive criterium 

into account : price)- ; and finally, to revea·l the i~fluence of the french 

tinber channel on the CQl1'4leti tion of the products in question. 

c/- The method. 

The end products used as a basis for research have been selected from 

a list of a hundred products in the French channel, •nd which had featured 

in an S. T. I. S. I. survey (Department for the data prtr.eGstnq of industrial 

information and statistics - Centre for stastical ,.;,rveys - Caen - MiniStry 

for Industry). In order to be retained, these products had to come under 

three criteria 

- rival products, especially with regard to price (a national product 

is similar to a foreign product according to other criteria of com

petition), 

- products which are likely to cause a deficit or surplus in foreign 

; trod~, 

- products suitable for a continuous study, and thus rendering an 

analytical accountancy analysis possible for each phase of the channel • 
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The chosen products have been the subject of a regional statistical 

survey (lower Normandy) based on a questionnaire· concerning : price and the 

prices of rival products -the corrponents of this price and other variables 

contributing to it within each four tiJTber subsidiary channels. 

dl- Results. 

Before applying criteria for the selection of products, those which 

need to be noted belong to the following categories : 

- furniture, 

- constructional and joinery tirrber material 1 

- flooring, moulding and profiling, 

- panelling, plywood, worked and processed wood, 

- packing articles in wood, 

- cooperage articles, 

- light prefabricated units. 

c<; ~:e~~~~=-~~~~!:~-~r~!:!:_~~!:-~~!!~~~~~~-~f-~9~9~~~~~~-~E~!~:!~-~~-~E!:!Et! 
!~:~!2~_!:~~~ : 

The irrportance of the deficit or the surplus in French foreign trade 

cwsed us to choose, first of all, the furnishing industry. This trade has 

a general tendency to be in deficit. Three categories of products (joinery 

and frame merrbers -cooperage articles -woodfibre panelling) give rise to a 

surplus for F"rarce. 

We have selected only joinery articles and frame menDers because of 

the importance of the surplus in question. 

. .. I ... 
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Statistics concerning the Frerch tirrber irrports and exports (These products 

bring about a deficit or surplus significant in value for the French balance 

of payments : 

In F"rarc thousands 

PRODUCTS IMPORTS EXPORTS DEFICITS SURPLUS 
: ------------------:-------------:-------------: -------------:--------------: 

Wood furniture 
- for bedrooms 591.775 
- for diningrooms: 

.& sittingrocms 1,143.531 
- for kitchens 377.498 

Other wood furni-: 
ture or furniture: 
parts 

Joinery work and 
frame menDers 
(including light 
prefabricated 

: units) 

706.098 

3551743 

232.850 

324.301 
133.333 

262.727 

477.367 

pI !~~!~~!:.':~-!'!~-!~~-~!'!_!'!!~~E-~E~!~E~~ 

358.925 

819.230 
244.165 

443.371 

121.624 

The selection.of products according to the first criterium (rival pro-

ducts in particular with regard to price) was carried out when products were 

at the distribution stage. The criterium of the products suitability for con

tinuous study in order to realise an analytical accountanc:y was sometimes 

evaded. It was in fact possible to consider average accountancy data. 

~ 1 ~~~~~C'\!~-~!'!!:.':~E~~C'\1_!~~-eE~~~!:.':~-~~-e~~£~-!'!~-~!~~!~~-e~!'!~~~!~ 
Let us now sunrnarize what we have been able to establish 

- French products are strong in the market as regards luxury-class 

furniture and solid wood {dining-rooms, bedrooms) .. One product would seem to 

remain an exception : country-style salons, (solid oak and cushions) rrance 

is particularly rivalled by Belgium • 

• •• 1 •.• 



F'or average range furniture products, (Furniture doors or a whole 

front in solid wood, the rest in plywocxi) foreign corrpetition is strong 

both in price anrj q..~ality. Italy (livingrooms fqr exanple) 1 Germany also 

has an irrportant position in the market. 

- When the furniture is made entirely of plywood, the foreign product 

seems to be the only one of its kind in the market, the national product 

being inexistent. 

- Joinery articles remain COIJl>etitive because they come from the 

transformation of law-cost exotic wood (in this field, french industry often 

has the management of tropical forests and practises a vertical concentratior\1. 

& I ~~~!~!!S':!!-~S2~~~~~SL2~_e!:~~S~~· 
Interested by the prcblem of deficit products, we noted the various 

aspects contributing to their cost price in relation to the phases of their 

fEbrication. 

In the majority of cases, it seems that the distributor realises a gross 

profit of 100 %. 

- The cost price of the product leaving the asserrbly rectory includes a 

margin/direct cost of production of 43 % on an average, the cost of tirrber 

purchase ~parently oscillating in percenta;Je between 30 ~~ and 50 ?Q. 

- The total purchase cost of the asserrbly work ranges from furnishing 

(B %), mechanical wood work (19 %) agricultural products (16 %). The mechani

cal work here covers plywood sheets ( 14 ~~) panels of 1'particules11 (58 %) 

fibrewood panels (3 %) plywood panels (25 %) (Sawn tirrber is not included within 

this caegory). The agricultural purchases are subdivided into standing tirrber 

(5 iii) rough tirrber (30 %), sawn tirrber (65 ?;). 

The SQ.Jare meter of sa.-.on tinber ire ludes between 40 ~~ and 50 ~0 of its 

price in the cost of standing tinber. This analytical accountancy underlines 

the contribution of each subsidiary channel to the final state of the products 

concerned. It remains for us to esttblish the particular operations of each 

stage in thP febricatio~ process. 
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11. -Description of the channel in order to explain the situation of French 

products in the market. 

In order to define the Frerch situation, two variables nust be under

lined and explained : the price of each product and its share in the market. 

If we try to explain these two factors we should establish at least one list 

of explanatory variables, and study the iinks of causality between them, so 

as to suggest a total corrprehensive model which permits the transition from 

the explanatory varhbles to the two variables under study. 

The concept of the channel permits a detailed analysis of the operations 

linked to the foorication of products and the formation of their prices. However the 

division into subsidiary channels and the apparent causality liri<s, of the ups

tream-downstream type, should not prevent us from taking other kinds of !irks 

into account. But as for aspects such as the ir:tforrration between agents invol-

ved, their role in decision-making, the applied choice, they bring other causal 

liri<s to light. Thus, the distributors of furniture do not always consider 

the price of the merchandise they order from the suppliers as a data. The purchase 

price is only a component of the distributor's own sale price. But the distri

bUtor plays a role in the formation of this purchase price ; sirrply the role 

of client. 

These remarks lead us to an analysis in terms of subsidiary channels and 

--sometimes in terms of more classical structure, (market structures -firm struc

tures). If we take market structure into account we can then situate the ana

lysis between two subsidiary channels. The distributor of the furniture belongs 

to the subsidiary channels distribution, and get it is his supplier's partner 

who belongs to the assenbly subsidiary channels. 

What is more, causality does not always intervene between two associated 

subsidiary channels. A forest cultivator can well change his strategy when 

informed of the state of the market regarding a piece of furniture in pinewood, 

in oak or in elm. Also the furniture distributor may well make certain deci

sions a::cording to the possibilities revealed by such and such a subsidiary 

channel of the dcr.<nstream. 

. .. / ... 
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Thus, all alonq the four stages of the channel, it is necessary to 

underline categories of significant variables (in order to explain the price 

formation of the products) : 

- those which characterise the intermediary consumer market ofthe 

subsidiary channel. 

III. - Presentation of the analysis in terms of the system dynamics, first 

stage towards a model 

In a general diagram we place the four subsidiary channels which become 

the sub-systems of the general system (the channel). \~e characterise them 

by the most representative economic agent. 14e can feature the offer and de

mand structures which classes the agents of the sub-systems into pairs. 

In order to explain this general diag rarn, let us go from downstream 
towards upstream. 

The forest is implied in two "offer and derrand" markets. But he 

remains as an element of the timber sub-system. 

The first timber processor is in contact with a national forester 

and (or) with a foreiqn forester. 

These commercial relations feature right up t.o the end product client. 

Thus, in this general diagram a same agent sometimes appears in several mar
kets. 

a/- The causal diagram of the· forest sub-system. 

This diagram proposes the 1 iri<s of causality conforming to economic 

theory : when the offer of goods rises in a market, the price diminishes, 

everything otherwise equal, when the price rises, the offer increases every

thing othei'W'ise equal ; when the demand of goods rises, its price rises -

but when the price of these goods rises, its demand diminishes, everything 
otherwise remaining equal. 
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The forest sub-system is characterized by an economic structure : 

the forest surface (total volume of standing tiTTber) -nurrber of foresters 

-size of forests- These first three varicbles, which are otherwise linked 

between themselves, determine those which seem to us as ultimately essential 

for the formation of the tirrber price. 

(Foresters' recurrent tirrber offer, averaqe cost price of capital integrated 

within the production of unprocessed tirrber, average salary given, income 

expected by the forester etc ••• );The list of variables is not exhaustive. 

Certainly 1 we only retain a small nurrber of endogenous variGt:lles ; in the 

diagram we do not feature the auxiliary variables (in Forester's sense) 

nor the exogenous variables to the sub-system. But they will be taken into 

account for the definitive elaboration of the model. 

b/- The causal diagram of the mechanical tirrtlerwork sub-system. 

We bring in liri<s of ca;sality similar to the prec~ding ones. The 

national volume of processed tirrber is the physical relay between the 

forest sub-system and the "mechanical tirrberwork 11 sub-system. The tirrber 

price is the monetary relay. 

c/- The causal diaoram of the asserrbly sub-system and that of the distri

bution sub-system. 

It is easy to interpret the last two diagrams in the light of com

mentaries made on the first two. 



iUI.]) fl'lt>(>uct

"'"'~'~ 1<Er 

Sub-r:Jst.e.ll? 
.,lt.s~lll/>ll'f:l"olll 
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GEI-IERAL DIAGRAM OF THE CHANNEL 

E.P.C. End product client 

N.D. National distributor 

F .D. Foreign distributor 

N.H. National manufacturer 

F .M. : Foreign manufacturer 

N. M. T. : National mechanical tinberworker 

r .M. T. : Foreign mechanical tirrberworker 

N.F. : National forester 

F .F. : Foreign forester 
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CAUSAL DIAGRAti OF THE FOREST SUB-SYSTEii 

N.M.W.D. National mechanical work demand 

F .11.W.D. Foreign mechanical work demand 

T .P. 

r.F.o. 

N.r.o. 

T.T.V. 

N.F. 

A.S.F. 

A.S. 

Tinber price 

r oreign foresters' offer 

National foresters' offer 

Total tinber volume 

Nurrber of foresters 

Average size of forests 

Average salary 

C. Capital 

I.E. Income expected 
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CAUSAL DIAGRAM OF THE MECHANICAL T!I-BERWORK SUB-SYSTEM 

N.11.W.D. : National mechanical work demand 

F .M.W.D. ;Foreign mechanical work demand 

T. T.P. 

F. T .P. 

Fo. T .P. 

Treated tinber price 

french tinber price 

foreign tinber price 

Fo. T. T.ci.l Foreign treated tinber offer 

N. T. T.o. National treated tinber offer 

V.N. T. T. Volume national treated tinber 

N.F. Nunber of firrns 

A.S.F. Average size of firMs 

c. Capital 

~.s. Averaqe salary 

I.E. lrcome expected 
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N.A.D. 

F .A.D. 

A.P. 

18 

CAUSAL DlAGRAI1 OF THE ASSEiilLY SUB-SYSTEI1 

National assembly demand 

r oreign asserrb ly demand 

Asserrbly price 

P.N.H. T.: Price of national mechanical tinberwork 

P.f .11. T.: Price of fore~qn mechanical tinberwork 

F .A.O. 

N.A.O. 

F"oreiqn asserrbly offer 

National asserrbly offer 

N.D.I·1. T.: National demand for mechanical tirmerwork 

N.f. Nurmer of firms 

S.F, Size of forests 

c. Capital 

A.s.r. Average sin of firms 

I.E. Income expected 
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CAUSAL DIAGRAM OF THE DISTRIBUTION SUB-SYSTEI1 

N.D. E.P. : National demand for end product 

F .D.E.P. : Foreign demand for end product 

E.P .P. End product price 

N.O.E.P. National offer for end product 

G. M. Gross marqin 
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IV. Conclusion 

The preceding developments demonstrate first of all that a channel 

analysis gains by being presented in terms of a causal diagram. This pre

sentation allows us to reintegrate the essential aspects of economic theory 

within the mechAni~"> tmder study (market structure, etc ••• ). 

All the significant variables of the French tirrber channel do not 

figure in it. The links of causality are not given. But we may imagine how 

this modelisation rust be realised ; selection of variables under various 

headings (variables of state, auxiliary varicbles ; level and flux ; ••• ) 

-definition of relations by methods which have become fzmiliar in econometry 

(which demands a lot of statistical work all along the channel). 

The final modelisation will thus furnish a basis of sirrulation, of 

explanation and of estimates concerning the price level of products and 

market shares. But it liill indicate above all the variables which play a 

major role in the deterioration of the French trade situation as regards the 

products selected for study. 
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ABSTRACT 

Planning tourist facilities is a highly complex task. It is ne
cessary to evaluate carefully, with an interdisciplinary ap
proach, all the variables of a technic,al, architectural, commer
cial, economical and financial nature that may be involved in a 
given project, without however ignoring the natural resources 
of the environment where the facilities are to ~e set up. 

For a correct evaluation, these resources must be considered li
mited and seen as a wealth that can be exploited but not wasted, 
used but not destroyed. 

The approach outlined above is all the more important in coun
tries like Italy, for instance, where there is a risk of over
exploiting the natural resources of the environment. 

In all but exceptional cases, an evaluation that does not take 
the above principles into account will result in a tourist en
terprise that is ultimately a failure, as it degrades, often ir
reparably, the natural environment until it ceases to be an ade
quate source of revenue. 

This paper describes an integrated approach which provides, by 
means of simulation techniques, tools for a proper implementation 
of tourist facilities taking into due account all the variables 
and constraints involved, and likewise for the assessment by the 
Public Administration authorities of the wisdom and soundness 


